Introduction
In 1965, the commutative dually residuated lattice-ordered semigroups (DRlsemigroups) were introduced by K. L. N. Swamy [28] as a common generalization of abelian l-groups and Brouwerian algebras. Bounded commutative DRl-monoids are in a close connection with algebras of fuzzy logic. For example, each BL-algebra (or more precisely the dual to each BL-algebra) and each M V -algebra can be considered as a special case of a bounded commutative DRl-semigroup.
The non-commutative extension of DRl-semigroups was introduced first by K. Swamy and later in 1996 T. Kovář dealt with them in his Ph.D. Thesis [15] . Definition 1.1. An algebra M = (M ; ⊙, ∨, ∧, →, , 0, 1) of type 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0 is called a bounded residuated lattice ordered monoid (bounded Rl-monoid) iff for each x, y, z ∈ M (i) (M ; ⊙, 1) is a monoid, (ii) (M ; ∨, ∧, 0, 1) is a bounded lattice, (iii) x ⊙ y z ⇐⇒ x y → z ⇐⇒ y x z, (iv) x ∧ y = (x → y) ⊙ x = x ⊙ (x y).
Bounded Rl-monoids are in fact the so called bounded integral generalized BLalgebras-a special class of residuated lattices studied in [1] and [2] . One can show that the lattice (M ; ∨, ∧) is distributive and also that the binary operation ⊙ distributes over ∨ and ∧-see [9] .
Bounded Rl-monoids form a variety of type 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0 . For example, every GM V -algebra (pseudo M V -algebra) and every pseudo BL-algebra are special cases of Rl-monoids. In the sequel, an Rl-monoid will mean a bounded Rl-monoid.
The aim of the paper is to generalize the results of the paper [26] (where one works with additive closure and multiplicative interior operators on GM V -algebras) to the wider class of algebras, to the class of Rl-monoids. In the second section of the paper we will introduce multiplicative interior and additive closure operators on Rl-monoids as natural generalization of the same operators on GM V -algebras and we will describe their mutual relation. In the final third section we will study operators of interior on algebras derived from Rl-monoids, for example derived by factorization by their filters.
In the next lemma we will show some of the basic properties of Rl-monoids. [23] ). Let M = (M ; ⊙, ∨, ∧, →, , 0, 1) be an Rl-monoid. Then the following assertions hold for every x, y, z ∈ M :
(i) x ⊙ y x ∧ y x, y;
(ii) if x y then x ⊙ z y ⊙ z and z ⊙ x z ⊙ y;
(iii) if x y then z → x z → y and z x z y;
(iv) if x y then y → z x → z and y z x z;
(viii) y x → y and y x y;
2. Multiplicative interior and additive closure operators on Rl-monoids
Lemma 2.1. Each mi-operator on an Rl-monoid M is isotone.
P r o o f. Let us consider an mi-operator f on M and x, y ∈ M such that x y.
Hence (by 2 and 3 from Definition 2.1) f is an interior operator on the lattice (M ; ∨, ∧) of the Rl-monoid M . Lemma 2.2. For an mi-operator f on an Rl-monoid M and for each x, y ∈ M ,
and by Lemma 2.1
So, by Definition 1.1, the inequalities we are proving, hold on M .
On an arbitrary Rl-monoid M we define two unary operations, negations
We can characterize GM V -algebras by means of the negations, because by [22] , the class of GM V -algebras is a subvariety of the variety of Rl-monoids determined by the identities
− . Let us show now some properties of the two operations of negation. Lemma 2.3. In every Rl-monoid M the following assertions hold for each elements x, y ∈ M :
Let us consider a mapping f : M → M and two new mappings
Proposition 2.4. If f is an mi-operator on an Rl-monoid M then both the mappings f
Further we know that 
2. An Rl-monoid M is said to be good if and only if
Remark 2.7. The identity (G) holds for example in every GM V -algebra. On the other hand, the situation is not so clear for the case of pseudo BL-algebras. It was proved [5] , [6] that every linearly ordered pseudo BL-algebra, hence every representable pseudo BL-algebra is good. Anyway, the general problem is still opensee [12] , Open problem 3.21.
Moreover, we can show (see [23] ) that every good BL-algebra and every Heyting algebra satisfy the identity
Therefore, it is clear that the class of Rl-monoids satisfying (N1) and (N2) is really wide, which leads us to the following definition.
Definition 2.
3. An Rl-monoid M is said to be normal if and only if it satisfies both the identities (N1) and (N2).
We can define a new binary operation "⊕" on every Rl-monoid M = (M ; ⊙, ∨, ∧, →, , 0, 1). For arbitrary elements x, y ∈ M we put
Then this new binary operation has the following properties.
Lemma 2.9. The following equalities hold in every good normal Rl-monoid M :
P r o o f. Let us choose arbitrary x, y ∈ M . Then we have (i): 
Theorem 
By Lemma 2.9(iv) we further get Now, let us consider the converse situation. We choose an ac-operator g on an Rl-monoid M and we will study properties of the mappings g Lemma 2.11. Every ac-operator g on a good Rl-monoid M satisfies the equality
P r o o f. We have 
Theorem 2.14. Let us consider a good normal Rl-monoid M and an operator h on M which satisfies identities 1, 3, 4 from Definition 2.1 and the ineqality h(x) x −∼ for arbitrary x ∈ M . Then the mappings h 
For the other three identities 1 ′ , 3 ′ and 4 ′ we have now the same situation as in Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.10.
Operators on algebras derived from Rl-monoids
Let us have an Rl-monoid M and its mi-operator f . In this chapter, the algebra (M , f ) = (M ; ⊙, ∨, ∧, →, 0, 1, f ) will be called an interior Rl-monoid (analogously to the GM V -algebras in [26] ).
It is known (see [2] or [18] ) that normal filters of Rl-monoids coincide with kernels of their congruences. If F is a normal filter of an Rl-monoid M then F is the kernel of the unique congruence Θ(F ) such that
for each x, y ∈ M . Therefore, for each Rl-monoid M we can consider the quotient Rl-monoid M /F by its filter F . 
Then the Rl-monoid M /F endowed withf is an interior Rl-monoid. P r o o f. Let us consider x, y ∈ M such that x/F = y/F . So we have x, y ∈ Θ(F ) or equivalently (x → y), (y → x) ∈ F and further f (x → y), f (y → x) ∈ F with regard to (F4). Acording to Lemma 2.2,
. This means that the unary operationf is correctly defined on M /F . We have to check conditions 1-4 from the definition of the mi-operator on the Rl-monoid forf and the proof will be done. Let x, y be arbitrary elements from M .
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the normal i-filters and the congruences of the interior Rl-monoids.
We will denote by D(M ) = {x ∈ M : x −∼ = 1} the set of all dense elements of a good Rl-monoid M . Similarly to the commutative case, we can show (see [23] , Theorems 9, 10) that for a good Rl-monoid M the quotient Rl-monoid M/D(M ) is a GM V -algebra. By Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3 and [26] 
Thenf is an mi-operator on the GM V -algebra M /D(M ).
Let us consider an Rl-monoid M and the set R(M ) = {x ∈ M : x ∼− = x = x −∼ }. It is known (see [8] ) that if an Rl-monoid M is good then R(M ) = (R(M ); ⊕ R , − R , ∼ R , 0, 1), where "⊕ R " is introduced on R(M ) in the same way as on the whole M , and "− R ", "∼ R " are restrictions of unary operations "−", "∼" of negations from M to R(M ), is a GM V -algebra. for each x ∈ R(M ). Thenf is an mi-operator on the GM V -algebra R(M ).
it is clear thatf is a self-mapping of R(M ). Let us check the conditions from the definition of an mi-operator on a GM V -algebra (see [26] ) forf and R(M ). For arbitrary x, y ∈ R(M ) we have 1: The converse inclusion is proved in [17] , Lemma 15.
Lemma 3.7. If M is an Rl-monoid, a ∈ I(M ) and x ∈ M then a ∧ x = a ⊙ y.
P r o o f. See [17] , Lemma 6. 
Theorem 3.9. If M is an Rl-monoid then I(M ) is a subalgebra of the reduct (M ; ⊙, ∨,∧, 0, 1) of the Rl-monoid M . P r o o f. Closedness of I(M ) with respect to the operation "∧" follows from Lemma 3.7. It is enough to check that I(M ) is closed with respect to the operation "∨". Let a, b ∈ I(M ). Since "⊙" is distributive over the lattice operations join and meet, we conclude
